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D'addario violin tuner manual

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you can return most items within 45 days of delivery (unless otherwise specified) for a refund of the original purchase amount (shipping costs are non-refundable). To obtain a full refund of the product, the returned items must be in the original packaging and condition - showing no signs of wear or abuse,
and be complete with all materials included such as crates, straps, ropes, care kits and any other material originally shipped with the product or products. We recommend that you use reliable support and ensure the package when we return your items. Fiddlershop is not responsible for shipping damage on returns. We need $1000 instrument returns and up
to shipping via FedEx. For returns totaling less than $500, we can provide a label and deduct the cost from the refund due (our average return shipping cost for a violin in the continental United States is $25, while for a customer entering a FedEx store, the cost can be more than $100). All returned items are processed on the Friday of the week in which they
arrive. Unless there is a problem with your product, you will be responsible for the return shipping costs. If the returned item shows signs of wear or does not meet our return requirements, it may be rejected. We only issue refunds in the same form of payment that you used to make the purchase. If your tool included a certificate of authenticity and is not
returned with the tool, you will be charged a $150 replacement fee. How do I cancel or change an order I just placed? If you have just placed an order, and for whatever reason you have changed your mind and would like to cancel or make a change, we have a small window to do so. For any request to cancel/change orders, we recommend that you call us
as soon as possible at 800-595-0592. We work our most difficult to ship your order as quickly as possible. If you are unable to undo or make changes on time, we can help you find a solution. Our return policy also makes it easy to return your purchase. Fiddlershop Exchange Policy If an item arrives broken or with a manufacturer defect, we will fix you,
replace or credit the item or item - free of charge. Contact us within 14 days of receiving your items for these claims. If an item breaks/does not work properly within the warranty period, we will replace/exchange the item at no cost to you! We will completely cover the both ways (excluding international shipments). Non-returnable items We do not give refunds
for the following items if opened or used: detergents, polishers, rosins, ropes, polishing cloths and cleaning kits. However, if applicable, we can exchange these items for free. Goods returned with damage, broken parts or which are otherwise considered non-saleable shall not be returnable. International returns shipped internationally can only be
returned/refunded on a case-by-case basis. If an item is and is in resellable condition, we will refund the cost of the item. Reimbursement of shipping costs is only possible in a situation where we are at fault (for example, we have shipped to an address other than the one specified). How to return an email item support@fiddlershop.com, provide us with the
order number and list of products you are returning. Wait till we contact you and go beyond the return. Ship the package via a reliable carrier. It is recommended to insure the package to be safe. In some cases we will provide a return label. You will need to purchase your return shipment and send us tracking details for our records. Refusal of delivery If you
refuse a delivery, do not have delivery appointments, provide an inaccurate/non-deliverable address, it is considered Refusal of Delivery. If an item is rejected at the time of delivery for any reason other than to show obvious signs of damage, you are responsible for both outbound and return shipping costs. In this episode I see a new product for violinists and
violiists: the D'addario NS Micro Tuner for violin and viola. You can place this device on your instrument and according to D'Addario this device can serve in three ways: You can tune the violin or purple easily It is a metronome While playing you can see if you are playing in tune, because the tuner responds very fast In the video I show you how to place the
Micro Tuner on your instrument and how to use all the options. You can adjust the tuner, so that it fits perfectly into the violin or purple. You can safely place it on your tool: it won't damage your tool (if you don't do strange things) and won't fall. The tuner responds much better when bowing vs courage. Of course you always have to tune in to your instrument
yourself. This is not a device that actually tunes your tool. It just indicates what the step is and it's too low, in tune, or too high. The tuner works with tempered (flat) tunings, so the quinti are a little narrower than the perfect quinti. When you want a perfect fifth and you can tune in by ear, use a tuning diavaso or simply tune the string A with this electronic tuner.
The metronome function is more like a small extra and is quite limited. The metronome is only visual: it does not make noise. You can adjust the time by clicking two buttons. A larger metronome makes the sound and is easier to adjust from one time to the next without clicking on a lot of buttons of times. It is useful that the metronome function is there (for on
the street), but in daily use you probably want a metronome This device is mainly meant to be a tuner. There is some discussion about the third function: check your pitch with the tuner tuner Play. First of all: when you tune the violin into a perfect fifth instead of piano tuning, your G and D will be indicated to be a bit low by the tuner and the E will be indicated
to be a little too high. These differences are very small, but they can disturb you when using this device to control pitch. The response of this device is very quickly as promised. You can see if you are in tune during playback, certainly when you are playing slowly and carefully. As a teacher I can totally picture that this sounds like a must have. Many people
are very insecure about playing in tune and for a long time for a way to check if they are when exercising. This sounds very good, but comes with a warning from me. When I train I often control my pitch with my piano, so I also use something to control myself. When checking with the piano, you need to listen to the step and compare it with your own. The ear
is more active in this case. Checking yourself with the tuner is very passive: it only tells you if you are in tune and do not have to use the ear. You just have to move your finger until the tuner points to a green light. For this reason you need to pay attention when using this device. Do not use it all the time, because your ears will become lazy and you will
depend only on your eyes. You won't be able to play the piece to rhythm and in tune. You don't become addicted to it, because it will work against you. You won't learn motor skills and you won't train your ears. Chances are your pitch only gets worse when your ears get lazy. When using this device just to check yourself from time to time (when you have
doubts or when you are totally lost)... All right... that's exactly how I use the piano. It is useful for this and works well. Just to sum up what I think of this device: it is a large tuner: small, low-cost, easy to use, clear, fast and it is convenient and safe to place it on your instrument. When you are looking for a precise, fast and practical electronic tuner, this is a
good option. As a metronome it is limited, but it can come in handy when you are traveling or when you are not using a metronome that often. As a control to play in tune, the device absolutely does what it promises: the answer is very fast, accurate and clear. However: use it carefully and certainly not use it all the time. It can help you when you use it the right
way... can work against you when you use it badly. Is this video useful to you? Please let me know in the comments below! If you like it, share it with your friends! Love, yes Do you have any questions or struggles for the violin or viola? Post a comment below or send a info@violinlounge.com and I could dedicate an episode of Violin Lounge TV to answer your
question! The D'Addario Micro Violin Tuner features a colour display that is easy to read an attractive compact design. A non-marring lever clamp keeps the tuner securely to the instrument, allowing easy application and removal. The precision violin tuner is not only perfect for tuning, the unique mounting system and quick step response allow it to be used
as an effective practice tool to reference and improve pitch during play. Color screen Wide calibration range (410 Hz to 480 Hz) Padded media fits most standard violins Download tuner instructions My micro tuner flashes when they turn it on. Is that normal? This is a built-in feature of our pre-2019 Micro Tuner to inform players that the tuner is in idle mode,
meaning the tuner is waiting for a vibrating signal from the instrument. Make sure the tuner is securely fixed to the instrument's head/body and ring one note at a time to allow the tuner to receive the note vibration. Once the vibration decays, the tuner will resume flashing to alert you that the tuner is still running. NOTE: This feature cannot be turned off and
only applies to pre-2019 Micro Tuner models that contain the metronome and red-green LCD screen. Go back to my product information If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you can return most items within 45 days of delivery (unless otherwise specified) for a refund of the original purchase amount (shipping costs are non-refundable). To
obtain a full refund of the product, the returned items must be in the original packaging and condition - showing no signs of wear or abuse, and be complete with all materials included such as crates, straps, ropes, care kits and any other material originally shipped with the product or products. We recommend that you use reliable support and ensure the
package when we return your items. Fiddlershop is not responsible for shipping damage on returns. We need $1000 instrument returns and up to shipping via FedEx. For returns totaling less than $500, we can provide a label and deduct the cost from the refund due (our average return shipping cost for a violin in the continental United States is $25, while for
a customer entering a FedEx store, the cost can be more than $100). All returned items are processed on the Friday of the week in which they arrive. Unless there is a problem with your product, you will be responsible for the return shipping costs. If the article shows signs of wear or does not meet our return requirements, it may be rejected. We only issue
refunds in the same form of payment that you used to make the purchase. If your tool included a certificate of authenticity and is not returned with the tool, you will be charged a $150 replacement fee. How do I cancel or change an order I just placed? If you have just placed an order, and for whatever reason you have changed your mind and would like to
cancel or make a change, we have a small window to do so. For any cancellation/change of order order it is advisable to call us as soon as possible at 800-595-0592. We work our most difficult to ship your order as quickly as possible. If you are unable to undo or make changes on time, we can help you find a solution. Our return policy also makes it easy to
return your purchase. Fiddlershop Exchange Policy If an item arrives broken or with a manufacturer defect, we will fix you, replace or credit the item or item - free of charge. Contact us within 14 days of receiving your items for these claims. If an item breaks/does not work properly within the warranty period, we will replace/exchange the item at no cost to you!
We will completely cover shipping/handling both ways (excluding international shipments). Non-returnable items We do not give refunds for the following items if opened or used: detergents, polishers, rosins, ropes, polishing cloths and cleaning kits. However, if applicable, we can exchange these items for free. Goods returned with damage, broken parts or
which are otherwise considered non-saleable shall not be returnable. International returns shipped internationally can only be returned/refunded on a case-by-case basis. If an item is returned and is in resale condition, we will refund the cost of the item. Reimbursement of shipping costs is only possible in a situation where we are at fault (for example, we
have shipped to an address other than the one specified). How to return an email item support@fiddlershop.com, provide us with the order number and list of products you are returning. Wait till we contact you and go beyond the return. Ship the package via a reliable carrier. It is recommended to insure the package to be safe. In some cases we will provide a
return label. You will need to purchase your return shipment and send us tracking details for our records. Refusal of delivery If you refuse a delivery, do not have delivery appointments, provide an inaccurate/non-deliverable address, it is considered Refusal of Delivery. If an item is rejected at the time of delivery for any reason other than to show obvious signs
of damage, you are responsible for both outbound and return shipping costs. Cost.
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